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A theorem of Fein, Gordon, and Smith on the representation of -1 as a sum 
of two squares is shown to yield a new proof of the three squares theorem. A 
positive integer k can be represented as a sum of three integer squares if and 
only if k # 4% with n = 7 (mod 8) and a > 0. This proof depends of the 
Brauer group and class field theory, not on ternary quadratic forms. 
In a recent paper [4], Fein, Gordon, and Smith determine conditions 
for -1 to be a sum of two squares in an algebraic number field. In this 
note I use a theorem of [4] to give a new proof of the three squares 
theorem. 
Let D be the ordinary quaternion algebra over the rationals Q. Let m 
be a square-free integer. The following is Theorem 7 of [4]. 
THEOREM 1. - 1 can be represented as a sum of two squares in Q(y’Gi), 
m square-free, if and only if m is negative and either m = 2 or 3 (mod 4) 
or m = 5 (mod 8). 
I will demonstrate that Theorem 1 is equivalent to the three squares 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2. A square-free positive integer n can be represented as a 
sum of three rational squares $n f 7 (mod 8). 
ProoJ: A square-free integer m satisfies the congruences of Theorem 1 
iff m f 1 (mod 8). As noted in [4], --I is a sum of two squares in a 
number field if and only if that field splits D. This is a consequence of 
[l, IX, Theorem 261. Since Q(l/m3 is of degree 2 over Q, it splits D 
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if and only if it is a subfield of D [1, IV, Theorem 271. It is elementary 
that Q(dCi) is a subfield of D iff m = -(a” + b2 + c2) for rational a, 
b, and c. Taking m = --n, the equivalence of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 
is established. 
Exercise 4.11 by Tate in [2, p. 3591 yields the following. 
LEMMA. An integer is a sum of three rational squares if and only if it 
is a sum of three integer squares. 
I will demonstrate that Theorem 2 is equivalent to Theorem 3. 
THEOREM 3. A positive integer k can be represented as a sum of three 
integer squares if and only if k # 4% with n = 7 (mod 8) and a 3 0. 
Proof. Any odd square is ~1 (mod 8) and 22 = 4. Dividing k by its 
largest square factor and applying the lemma, we have the stated 
equivalence. 
Theorem 3, the three squares theorem, is attributed to Legendre and 
Gauss in [5] and to Dirichlet in [3]. This proof uses the Brauer group 
and class field theory, while earlier proofs depend on the theory of ternary 
quadratic forms. The references contain a proof using Dirichlet’s theorem 
on the infinitude of primes in a progression [3, pp. 93, 2911, a proof by 
Liouville’s method of arithmetic identities [6, p. 4651, and a proof using 
class field theory [2, p. 3571. 
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